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FORTRESS BOMBS U BOATS

One of the Coastal Command-.Flying Fortresses now regularly operating with other

long range aircraft in the Battle of -the Atlantic diveA on a U-Boat and fiercely

attacked it -sirith,depth 'charges andguns.

The Captain of the aircraft was F/Lt William Roxburgh, a Coastal Command pilot
who has been on flying duties over .the Atlantic for the past two years# Until he

joined the R.A.F. Roxburgh,'' whose home is. in Glasgow,, was au administrative -official

of thp Anglo-Iranian Oil Company Ltd#-, in: Iran#
L
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On the clay"*of the attaofc he was in ”L for Leather”, known as the squadron*s

lucky aircraft# , -v; - • ■

”we’d ■••’been ’btcoging’ around for hours”, he said, ”when, as we emerged from a

cloud, someone" shouted over the inter’-com., * look-look*• The man was too excited

to say more. Less than two miles .away was a fully surfaced submarine, r
n absolute

poach of a target. .ns. seconds counted, I pushed everything forward and went down.

”EveryboSy"w as momentarily ’airborno' inside the aircraft, but the crew soon

picked themselves up and made their way to action stations. The front upper gunner

F/Sgt. Eley, opened fired at point blank rrngw and'pumped over 100 rounds into the
side of the U-boat. No could see the bullets striking it.

"Then came ’bomb doors open’ and down wfent the depth charge to straddle the

’sub’. As I pulled out of the dive our target was submerging with a pronounced
list to port and making very little way. Shortly after the explosions it popped up

again, bows first, at a very steep angle and with a rolling motion.

/Results
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“Results \forp apparent within of,the dc\pth-charges exploding#
There eas a terrific underv/ater dxplhiiS'h, hits of -;/Ocd’, cylindrical objects,
a piece of mood that looked like thOAtep of a long t,ahlo, and a Bundle that

looked like clothes, 1 Jack-in- to the surfs.ee, accompanied" hy a

quantity of .heavy oil vhich, vrhen ere left it, ms over 1 ,000 yards long# 11

T'.7o days later nL fsr’Leather:|
vvas on patrol ■'again, this time With'"--7-

Flying Officer Adrian Christopher. Ian. Samuel, of Sutton Coldfield,

Birmingham, at the controls,
~

"
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Once more it found a U-boat# This time-there were between seven and

ten men on the conning tower and dock as--the captain made ready to attack

from less than 100 feet. The first depth charge fell alongside the

submarine, shaking it from-stem to stem#

.Fifteen seconds later the U-boat submerged but reappeared,.bows first,

at an increasingly steep angle# it could roach an even keel the

remainder of the depth charges were doing their work and the tail gunner

of the aircraft attacked'it with a substantial burst# /

. As the U-boat disappeared beneath an oil patch 100 yards wide, the

Fortress crew tried to establish the fate of the men oh deck but the sea

was too rough for accurate observation*

1 '¥•

In the words of one of the crew the sea over the submarine was

"fizzing like $. dose of Fno 1 s", as the aircraft turned away to resume

its patrol,. '
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